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Makes Another
st in Fredonia
ey Bank Holdup

SOMETHING NEW IS ADDED

Examination To Be
Given Here March 3
At The Courthouse

dford Yates, 36,
aducah, Is Picked
By Federal Agents
rkansas Tuesday

Applicants for employment as
enumerators for the 17th decennial census in Princeton and Caldwell minty will be given a written test to demonstrate their ability for the work, according to
Joseph H. McCord, district supervisor.
The test, which will be given
at 2 p.m. Friday, March 3, at the
courthouse, will indicate which
applicants can best comprehend
and follow the detailed and exacting oral and written instructions
given to enumerators as they train
for assignments, McCord said.
Applicants, he explained, must
be United States citizens, have
completed high school or have
comparable experience, be between 25 and 65, and be financially able to Sustain themselves for
four weeks before receiving their
,
first salary check.
Persons are not eligible for
consideration if they draw federal retieement—other than social
security—or are State or local
government employees, law enforcement officers, officers of political organizations, individuals
engaged in political activity or
contemplating such activity during census taking period, it was
said.

Hurd Yates, 36-year-old
Ilan, was arrested by the
esday in Little Rock, Ark.,
action with the Fredonia
and Bumpus Mills, Tenn.,
oldups.
, who gave his Paducah
as 1463 Paxton street, was
th person seized by the
the two robberies.
rs already jailed on charrobbing both banks are
Henley, 34, Paducah, and
Mansfield, 38, Detroiter
Imerly lived in Paducah.
Nina Owen Henley, 38,
f James Henley, is the othindent. She is accused of
part in planning of the
is holdup and with being
d when loot from the robs divided lit the Henley
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CITIZENS OF TOMORROW

State School Issue
Outlined At Mass
Meeting Monday
Action Of Kentucky Education Association Endorsed
By Paducah Speaker; Subject Of Recent Local Tax
Dispute Is Brought Up Again By Local Speaker

A harmonious crowd of approximately 20(. local parents anii
teachers met Monday night at
Butler High School to hear Superintendent Walter C. J et ton, of
Tilghman High School: Paducah,
and other speakers outline the
immediate crisis in the State's
This is the second picture series of Princeton and Caldwell
school system.
county children to be run in The Princeton Leader. Top row,
The mass meeting, however,
reading from left to right, Paul, Molly and Joe, children of Mr.
was called to acquaint citizens of
and Mrs. Hugh Ilunsaker, E. Market street; bottom row, Benny, this county with local
as well as
son of Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool, Route 3; Jackie, daughter of
State school needs. It also was a
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker; and Ronnie, son of Mr. and Mrs. result
of the present controversy
Joe Beshear, city.
between the Kentucky Education
Association and Governor Earle
Founders Day Observed Clements over the amount of
Net Farm Income Over
money appropriated for school
By PTA; Mrs. Alvin
Nation Off 17 Per Cent
funds.
The United States Department

Mr. Jetton told those attending
the meeting .hat the KEA is a
democratic organization and has
done well in making the public
interested in schools. However,
he stated, "the public still needs
to be sold on the idea of paying
more taxes in support of schools."
He outlined the critical teacher
situation and told of qualified
teachers quitting the profession
to accept jobs with manufacturing
plants and other jobs, which re
quire less education, but which
pay better salaries.
Stating the proposed issue of
Governor Clements promise that
the State school fund be increased
from $22 300 000 to $34 500 000
Lisanby Is Guest Speaker
— Jetton pointeereut that this mon
of Agriculture reports that the
'Founders Day', the 53rd annivey should be levied from State
nation's farm operators in 1949 versary of the PTA, was observed
funds, such as paid on whiskey,
realized 17 per cent less net in- Thursday afternoon, Feb. 23, at
cigarettes a n d pari-mutuel betNine-mbnth-old
Nelson
farming
1948.
of
Mark
Minneapolis,
than
from
in
Minn.,
never
come
outButler High School. Music was
men are charged with
ting, He advocated that teachers
was too quiet when his dad gave him a haircut. He did, not like
Their realized net income for furnished by members of the Butrobbery of the two banks
continue their drive for the neces
the comb. Nqw the father. Harris, uses the vacuum cleaner hose
1949 was 13.8 billion dollars, cam- ler (thee Club under the direction
ith putting in jeopardy the
sary appropriation. While rePre
to hold the heir. He says this method has helped to make the
Pared with the 1948 total of 16.7 of Miss Nancy Stowers. Miss CarI cashiers on duty during
Funeral Services For
senting the issue of the KEA he
easier. But young Mark appears none too happy. (AP
billions. This decline, together olyn Croft sang a solo and two
chore
ldups.
directly accused Clements of not
Wirephoto)
with a smaller drop in 1048, selections were sung by the sex- Retired Business Man
st of Yates are announced
keeping his campaign promises in
brought the total realized net in- tette, composed of Dorla Stalling, To Be Held Friday
ed HaWord, special agent
regard to appropriating the necescome of farm operators down 22 Ann Quisenberry, Patsy Dalzell,
Caldwell Countian Is
Funeral services f o r William
rge of the Louisville ofsary funds for the State's educe
cent from the 1947 record Catherine Hopper, Norma - Sue
Palmer McLin, who died about tional
Kentuckicm's Quartet To per
$elected for- Census
needs.
high of 17.8 billion dollars.
Cartwright
and
Carolyn
Croft,
3:30 p. m. Monday at his home on
Is seized Yates at a Little
Appear Here Mar. 12
Crew Leader Training
In
response
to Jetton, R. S.
includes
net
income
Realized
Rev.
Harvey
Tallent,
pastor of North Jefferson street from a
hotel. Yates was unarmed
The Kentuckian's quartet will the value of crops and livestock
Maurice Watson, Route 1,
t h e Cumberland Presbyterian heart attack, will be conducted at Gregory, chairman of the Princehad only seven cents in
has been selected to participate present a program of spiritual sold, placed under government Church, gave the devotional and Morgan's Funeral Home Friday at ton City Board Of Education, told
kets, Mr. Hallford added.. .U. Of L. Instructors
the citizens that the county had a
in a census crew leader school and gospel hymns at the First loan, or used in the farm home Mrs. Alvin Lisanby gave the 2 p. m. by the Rev.
George W.
armed robbers took
Group
Address
Here
fair chance to remedy the tax
for this area, according to Joseph Baptist Church, Sunday, March during the year, plus government Founders Day Message, "Echoes Filer, who will be assisted by
the
in cash from the Fredonia
situation whereby improving the
H. -McCord, district supervisor of 12, at 2 p.m., it was announced payments to farmers and the ren- Through The Years."
Friday Night
Rev.
Harvey
Tallent.
Mr.
McLin
Bank. A fourth person
the United States Bureau of Cen- Wednesday. The public is cordial- tal value of farm homes, minus
Refreshments were served by had been ill for about two days. school system and raising teach.
outside at the wheel of
Dr. W. L. Cash was elected
ly invited.
production expenses. It is net in- Mrs. J. L. Hicks, home economics -He would have been
several months ago
sus.
76 in May. ers' salaries
taway car.
president of the Four County
--come actually "realised" by farm instructor at Butler High School.
when the Proposed tax question
Mr.
Watson,
it
was
said,
along
trio of armed men took Medico-Dental Society meeting
Born in Caldwell county in
opeiators during the year, and
was raised and that the majority
with several others selected, will Rose And Garden Club
from the little Bumpus
1874, Mr. McLin was a son of the
does not include the value of any
of the county's population W as
Hotel
Henrietta
Friat
the
hel
supervise
the
enumfield
work
of
Bar.. Rumpus Mills is near
Works To Beautify
late Will and Mary Jane McLin.
Browns
Are
Hostesses
changes in term inventories of
against such an issue. By illustre entucky-Tennessee line 16 day night. He succeeds Dr. B. K. erators in this area for the 17th Courthouse
lie had lived here all his life, and
Yard
crops and livestock.
To Sunday School Class
hen from a chart, he pointed out
south of Cadiz, ".'rigg Amos. Other new officers are Dr. Decennial Census, which will be
was
a
member
of
the
Central
Members of the Princeton Rose
that money spent for educational
The assets of United States agThe Young People's Sunday Presbyterian
John E. Haynes, Dawson Springs, conducted in April. However, he and
Church.
Garden Club began their -iculture also declined in value School Class of Eddy Creek Bappurposes in the city and county
hat' a Friminal 'record. vice-president, succeeding Dr. K. that will attene a training work here
Survivoss are his wife, the for- balanced that of tax money paid
this week to make the during 1949. Front the peak Of '127 tist Church met' for a potluck
school,
which
will
open
March
16,
rds in Washington show L. Barnes; Dr. FL B. Sandlin, Jr.,
mer
Lewis;
Robbie
a
son,
Roy,for such purposes. He also point.
local courthouse yard a "typical billion dollars a year earlier, supper February 18, at '7 p. m., at
e was committed to Eddy- Cadiz, secretary, succeeding Dr. under the supervision of a techni- Southern
courthouse yard."
farmers' assets on Jan. 1, 1950, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy McLin, Phoenix, Ariz.; a brother ed out that the budget for the
cal expert from the Census Buprison in 1936 for car theft Cash.
John McLin, Princeton; two sis- city schools was much higher
Six members of the club, which has decreased something more Brown.
reau's field staff. After a week
torehouse breaking. Mans.
After-dinner speakers were Dr.
ters, Misses Etta and Lizzie Mc- than it was several years ago, due
was given permission by the fis- than feur billion dollars. HowGuests
wore
Mr.
and
Mrs.
of
Budtraining
he
will
train
enumerwas involved in the nine Robert Lich, Jr., professor of
cal court last December to beauti- ever, all of Ihis decline came dy Satterfield, Mr. and Mrs. Pep- Lin, Princeton; and a grandson to the fact that two of the larger
who
will
ators
be
selected
for
Yates also went to Eddy- Urology, University of Louisville;
fy the yard, begun the organiza- from the lower prices used in per Jones., Mr. and Mrs. Robert William Roy McLin, of Detroit, county schools are using the facilMay 5, 1939, for auto theft. and Dr. H. L. Clay, Jr., assistant instruction during the last week tion's program to plant magnolias,
valuing some of the major assets, Gilkey, Ur. and Mrs. Pete Jones, Mich. A sister, Maggie, and three ities of the city schools here on acrved a year, getting his dis- dean, University of Louisville, of this month.
boxwood, crape myrtle, pink and chiefly farm real estate. The de- Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ffartigan, Mr. brothers, Tommy, Jim a nd Ed count of their buildings being.
The crew leader training school
' February 28, 1040.
who discussed "Some Practical
wkite dogwood, roses and other cline during 1949 ba value of real and Mrs. Boyce Williamson, Mr. McLin, preceded him in death.
burned.
nsfield and Henley also have Aspects of Urology" and "Mer- will be: conducted daily from evergreen shrubs and trees.
In early life, Mr. McLin was in
estate alone ammented to 3.9 bil- and Mrs. J. A. Hemingway and
Gregory also stated that the
Thursday,
March 18, through
..,,1 records. Henley at the curial Diuretics", respectively.
the
lumber
business
with
the
late
Plantings not completed this week lion dollars, or 6 per cent. When Mi. and Mrs. Lofton Jones.
eurrent situation was no fault of
-I- his arrest was employed
Eugene
Physicians and dentists attend- Wednesday, March 22, at the dis- will be made when the weather farm assets in both 1948 and 1949
Young.
Later he entered
Visitors were NUBS Betty Sue
the State politiciins, but that the
c Illinois Central System in ing the meeting were Kenneth L. trict office at Hopkinsville.
becomes more favorable, it was are shown in terms of 1940 prices. Jones, Sue Gilkey, Bonnie Wil- the garage business with his son,
People should realize the value of
ah. Mansfield has pleaded Barnes, B. K. Amos, F. P. Giannisaid.
there was virtually no change in liamson, Jay and Charlotte Jones, where he worked for about five education and work out some
to charges against btm ni, F. T. Linton, Power Wolfe, Eastside Pupils Hear
years.
He
then
formed
partnera
Funds to pay for the plantings total assets during 1949
Jerry and Bobbie Gilkey and Mr.
ntire group is expected to W. L. Cash, Princeton; G. E.
ship with a brother, Ed, and oper- means of taxation to combat it.
are being provided by the club
and Mrs. Buddy Brown.
Mrs. Charles Curry, teacher of
dieted during the present Hatcher, Cerulean; M. H. Mose- Miss McGowan Tell
ated
a grocery store on West
and private donations.
Former Paducah Man
of Federal Court in Owens- ley, T. W. Lander, Eddyville; John Of Homesteading Days
Court Square, after which he re- Eastside, also spoke briefly lit
It also was announced that the
21 Caldwell Countians
tired. However, at the time of his behalf of local teachers, emphaand Elias Futrell, Cadiz; John A. The fifth grades of Mesdames next meeting of theeElub will be Admits Taking Part
Are Now Enrolled At
death Mr. McLin was working sizing the fact that they were not
Freeman, Dawson Springs; Rob- Vernon Taylor and P. L. Pruett held at 7:30 p.m toCkay at the In Fredonia
Holdup
Western State College
part-time in the insurance busi- so much interested in their salarert Lich, Jr., and H. L. Clay, Jr., at Eastside Grade School heard George Coon Library.
From County
Lourevalle — (AP) — Cecil
ies as they were in providing the
Twenty-one students from ness.
Miss Annie McGowan, Friday,
Louisville.
d College Club
Mansfield,
34, former Paducah Caldwiell-county are
Burial will be in Cedar Hill proper educational facilities for
currently enThe next meeting will be held tell Of her experiences homesteadSchool Set For Home
resident, pleaded guilty in Dis- rolled
their pupils. However, Mrs. Cur- \
enty-three Kentucky county at Marion in May, it was an- ing in Minnesota in 1911.
at Western Kentucky State Cemetery.
trict U. S. Court Friday to a College for
ry said, "they thought they wete
which serve to acquaint nounced.
the spring semester,
Miss McGowan told about Furnishing Leaders
nts at Murray State with
entitled to a Irving wage."
Miss Vivian Curnutt,,extension chargeSt robbing the Fredonia which opened Feb. 1 and will
meeting bears, wolves, deer, perRed Cross To Begin
Ky., Valley Bank last Dec. 21.
An open forum followed Mrs.
from their own home
close June 1, 1958, according to an
cupine and other animals, the big specialist in Home.. Furnishings
Solicitation
Judge
This Week
Curry's talk, with teachers and
Roy
Shelbourne
from
acceptles and also to pass on to Princetonians Leave
the
University
announcement
of
Kentucky,
by
college
officials.
fire of 1911, the big Finn and the
ed the plea and 'said he would
school students of those For Caribbean Cruise
Students from Caldwell county
Committees are named, dis- PTA members giving their views
friendly Indians. She also show- will teach the making of fabric
ics a knowledge of the op- i. Miss Mary Elizabeth White, ed pupils
pass sentence at Paducah during and their home towns are as fol- plays are completed and workers of the situation and asking Mr.
her homesteading pap- lamp shades to home furnishing
Indies that exist at Murray. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gard- ers, bearing the U. S. Govern- leaders of 15 homemakers clubs the term starting April 17.
lows:
in the Caldwell County Red Cross Gregory questions concerning the
Mansfield was au-rested by the
been organized, it is an- ner Wilde, E. Market street, and ment Seal, all in perfect condi- ,of Caldwell county on Thursday,
Billy G. Mitchell, Joel Stallins, Drive are ready to begin their operation of the City Board of
ced. Officers for the Cald- Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fears, Chestnut tion after 40 years. The talk pro- March 9, at 10:00 a. m. until 3:00 Federal Bureau of Investigation Rill Creekmur, Ray Woodruff, soliciatation the latter part of this Education in regard to its dealings
county group are Minnie street, are scheduled to leave vided a lesson in history, geogra- p. as, at the Masonic building. Ar- at Detroit,, where he has lived in Jerry Loftus, Russell Eugene week, J. B. Lester, Fund Chair- with teachers and status of the
rangements for this meeting were recent years. He was returned Croft, Harold Bidford Price, Twy- man, said Wednesday. Mr. Lester school budget.
ry, president, and Jo Lester, Miami, Fla.. today via Eastern phy and nature study.
John Robinson, principal of
made by Home Demonstration here and waived Investigation by man Hugh Boren, Lou Nell Rus- urged that as many persons as
Lary. John R. Robinson, di- Air_Jaines, for a six-day ChribBecause of lack of room for
the grand jury and the case pro- sel, Judy Pruett, James E. Porter, possible be able to display
Lone Oak School, Paducah, in In.
Agent WilmaVandiver.
of the Murray Training bean cruise as guests of the Ralthe
all fifth grades to assemble at
ceeded under a criminal infor- Charles Clayton, Willie Watson, Red Cross on their doors
is sponsor of the group. ston Purina Company.
Jetton, outlined t h e
and
the same time, Miss McGowan
mation instead of under indict- Charles E. Caley, Houston Hatler, windows by membership. He also crowded conditions in his school
The trip was won by Messrs. said she would visit the school Princeton V. F. W. Post
ment.
James Pickens, Charles W. Mar- stressed the fact that Caldwell and discussed the lack of proper.
Fears and White in a sales con- again soon to talk to other fifth
on's Club To Have
To Sponsor Statewide
Mansfield idea hag been accus- tin, Nancy Cardin, James Clayton, county not repeat its last year's ly trained teachers.
test conducted last year by Pur- grade pupils.
uil Tea Friday
ed of aiding in the armed robbery Robert Lee Clayton, Princeton; performance by falling below Its
Basketball Tournament
ina.
quota.
Miss White is taking the trip in
A statewide basketball tortma- of the Farmers and Merchants Lonnie Ray DeBoe, Fredonia.
?'rinceton Woman's Club
Two Local Firms
District Tournament
meet at 2.30 p. m. Friday, her parents' place.
ment sponsored by the Ray-Crid- Bank at Burnous Mills, Tenn., I Misses Mary Wilson Eldred and
Mr. and Mrs. Dique Eldred will Robbed Here This Week
3, at the George Coon Lier-McNab4j-1°0st here, will be held last Feb. 6 of approximately Virginia MeCadin
To Begin Tonight
attended the return Sunday from Bradenton
Thieves entered llodge Motor
fer a jonquil tea, it is an- Rotary Club Members
The Sixth District Basketball in Princeton on March 17 and 18. 08,000. ,
Richard Dyer-Bennett concert in Beath, Fla., where they spent the Sales a n d Implement
Co. and
Mansfield and two others were Hopkins•ille
ted. Special music has been
tournament will begin at 8 p. m. All basketball teams within the
Monday night.
winter.
M & S Motor and Implement Co.
fed for the occasion_ Mero- See Moving Picture
tonight at Lyon County Rio. V.F.W.organkation or those oharged with the armed robbery
heee Monday night, breaking
Homer Purdy provided the pro- School, Kuttawa, with Lyon sponsored by VY.W. posts, are of the Fredonia Bank of $4,177.52.
and their(gusts are Invited
open the front dloor of the former
gram for members of the Rotary county meeting Trigg. Princeton eligible for competition.
a.
and taking e200 or more mere
Club at their regular weekly will meet Fredonia at 8 p.
Entry blanks have been sent University Agronomist
chandise, including spot lights and
meeting Tuesday night at the Friday. Winners of the two out for the tournament and all
lother accessories, Dennis Hodge,
First Christian Church by show- matches are scheduled to meet entries must be returned by To Speak Here Tonight
owner, reported From the other
W. C. Johnstone, field-agent in
ing a moving picture entitled, at 8 p. m. Saturday to determine March 11.
firm the safe was stolen, contain.
Eight scouter* of Cub Pack 239 tion into the scouting
QUESTION
The winner of the meet will be agronomy, University of Ken"Fishing In Alsaka." J. B. Lester, the champion, who will play in
program ing about
at is your opinion as to ho* chairman of the 1950 Red Crpss the regional
$275 ht cash, $700 in
tournament next invited to attend the national tucky Extension Serer ice, is to received Wolf badges with 10 were Sammy Jones, Jay MeHarg,
checks and the company's books,
farmers
speak
here
to
at
7
p.
m.
ppropriatlon for Kentucky's drive, was present as a guest to week at Hopkinsville.
tournament held at Mankato.
others receiving Bobcat badges at Jimmy Childress, Chesteen Litch- Jimmy
Mitchell said. Tuesday
ational system can be raised'? ask the full support of all Rotartonight at the courthouse. His
Minn., on March 28.
a birthday celebration held Fri- field, Ronald Lacey, William night, thieves again entered
subject
the will be oni
pastures
the
ANSWERS
Cummins, Jerry Palmer, Robert
ians during the campaign Billy Social Security Agent
Hodge Motor Sales through a
day night at the Methodist plumes
rvin Pogrotsky: After hear- MeCaslin, Junior Rotarian of the
for
county.
Lear, Jimmy Strong arid Billy
WSM-Citartet
Guests
back
window and took apart the
to observe the 40th anniversary of Palmer.
father and others in the month, had as his guest, James To Be Here March 16
candy and coca-cola machine and
• Smiths Here
nity discussing the issue, I Maddox, Butler High School agrithe Boy Scouts of America. A
Star Scout Billy Armstrong inPfc.
Darnell
In
A representative of the Padurummaged through the building,
Wally Fowler and his Oak
large birthday cake was construct- troduced the Den chiefs
a general sales tax should cultural instructor.
cah Social Security office will be
for the according
to Mr Hodge. Identity
Ridge Quartet, of WSM, Nash- Washington Hospital
ed by members of the several Pack. These included
levied. whereby everyone
at the local postoffice at 1 p. m.
Mickey of the
burglars has not been esville, Tenn., were dinner guests JPIte. Joe Darnell, son of Mr. and Dens of the Pack.
d be paying an equal part NEW STUDENT AT U. K.
Cunningham, Gene Oliver, Jimmy
Thursday, March 16, to answer
tablished, the owners said Wednot just a few individuals.
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Smith at Mrs. Willie Darnell, F.ddyville,
James MeC'aslin, cubmaster, in- Fisher and George Grayson
Har- nesday.
Included in the Univert.Ity of questions concerning social secur- their home on South
Route 1, has been under treatment'troduced James J. Harris, field relson.
1- J. J. Rosenthal: UnpopuJefferson
Kentucky's second semester e^- ity, it is announced.
s the idea is, I
street last Thursday night. The at Manigan General Hospital, Ta- executive for the Three Rivers
can see no
Also at the meeting, Cuhmaster
group was enroute to Madison- coma, Wasb., since February 9. District, who presented the Wolf McCaslin
for the schools except more rollment of 6,946 are 252 n e w
announced that the Kiwanis Club Has
Heart
Suffers
Attack
ville
is
where
they
condition
to
be
imis
reported
pee
a concert.
badge to Jackie Fisher, Ronald theme for March will be
Wally and on the state lev- students, according to an an"Know Musical Program
Mr.
and
Mrs. Smith accompanied roved.
Alfred Shore, civil engineee for
tether with a better allots- nouncement from the University
Goodeker, Ronald Lisanby, Joe Your Community"
instead of the
Program at the regular week
of State funds than there
Princeton Lumber Co., suffered a th
Hunsaker,
William
Blackburn,
original
theme suggested, "Pho- meeting of the Princeton }Clive
Registrar, Hr. Lee Sprowles. heart attack at his
Mrs. Frank Rhodes, Mayfieftl, Charles Wade, Bill Smith and Al tography."
home on Hopto he at present.
Club 'Wednesday consisted of 1
nry Sevison: I think that • Among these new students is kinsville street early Sunday
Mr. Alfred Ehrenwald, Nash- spent last weekend with her cou- Smith.
The next regular meeting a Ole singing of
several tongs 13:,
tion like Vs should warrant Marion D. CreaseY, of Caldwell morning. His condition is report- ville, Tenn., spent Monday and sin, Mrs. H. W. Nichols, and Mr. Thom awarded the Bobcat Pack will be held
Friday, !larch girls' sextette of Butler P
Tuesday here on business.
Nichols, N. Harrison street.
badge as a token of their induc- Si.
4 Salat taut.
ed to be slightly improved.
county.
School,
-

W P Mclin Dies
Of Heart Attack

Dr.Cash To Head
Doctors' Society

uiring Reporter

arts' iticati

Test For Census
Workers Scheduled

Wolf Badge Is Awarded
To Eight Cub Scouts
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dreams 00
News representing lives, hopes,
wIlio made up tile W;(1Llifite Of Princeton mod Ces!writ COuty
11 files at
40 years ago rts'si sec; nowhere but in the Y'
be pub!), ,! • a regular
A -Week Leader of those years will
uead lum
o dthe
the Prirars
feature. The articles are repro
century, wrote them
porters. shortie after the turn
July 5, 1921. Mrs,. A. K. Miller, J. A. Akin,
• • e
of Tulsa, Okla., is a pleasant viaApril 9, 1918. Mrs. Istss
itor of 'her sister, Mrs. Fred TayGoodwin Speed, of Fresao,
S Seminary street.
lor,
is visiting her brother, a c
• • •
July 5, 1921. Mrs. Robert Cc:0:e- Goodwin, at 309 N. ss
• • •
man, of Paducah, is visiting her
April 9, 1918. H. G
daughter, Mrs. Duke Pettit, south
Charles Wilson Smith, sonic(
•
of the city.
s s •
and Mrs. C. L. Smith, left os
July 5, 1921. Mims Katherine noon train Friday for a few
Hodge left last Friday mornirg visit to their sister, Mje, 6
for Ithaca, N. Y., where she will Mai, whp is attendir
enter the Cornell University. She villa Conservatory ,
• • •
was accompanied by her cousin,
April 9, 1918. MIS. A. J
Miss Mary Coleman, of Murray.
and Mrs. J. Roy Willett, g
• • •
July 5, 1921. Mr. and Mrs. E. P. ducah, spent the week-eaS
Newlove, of Chicago, were here M. L. Orange and family.
• • •
for a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Gayle
spirnil C9,
hicla91
g08.suJnodhany C r
Pettit during the series of ball waA
games played here Sunday and
yesterday between Chicago and terday.
Princeton ball players. Mrs. New•
Historians say the ,
love was formerly Miss Mary
Gresham, of this city, and her of "static electricity" f,
many friends were glad to see noted in 600 H. C'. by
Greek philosopher, .when
her.
duced sparks by rubbing
• • •
April 9, 1918. George Stephens stone With amber.
has moved from the Crews place
on East Market street to the
George G. Harrelson house on
KEACH'S in Hopkins,/
North Jefferson street.
FOR COMPLETE
• • •
HOME FURNISHINGS
April 9, 1918. Mr. and Mrs. Wm,
Van Desert of Lexington, and
Mrs. Williams, of North Carolina,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wood.
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making
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down the drain through the years. "Don't worry, child, there is no
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ters, tariffs, Seminole warfare in from experts all over the coupcause, is not only to that of humanity, but to democracy as well.
* * *
hitch
headlifleria Ad
Florida, the Missouri Compromise, try who are scouting producing
,
It goes without saying that the number of services performed
About this glorious plan—
Mayor Clifton Hollowell has inin our own community and throughout the nation will be in direct formed your repdrter that the He'll get the money from the the annexation of Texas. the Ore- and marketing areas. These regon question and the war with ports list items which, the field
proportion to the amount of money raised.
rich
water lines were flushed last
Mexico'.
men believe will be plentiful two
be in direct proportion to the amount of money raised.
To help the common man."
week before attaching the settlBut Calhoun's assured place in months ahead.
Caldwell county fell 33 per cent below its quota last year. We
likely
ing basin to the filters in the new
Here in Washington the folks
vainly ask the support of every public spirited citizen in the county water system which will be in "But, Father, won't there come history is due to his involvment
in slavery question and secession, look over the reports, recommend
to make a contribution to the cause, so as not to repeat our last soperation in the next two or three
Abies * pedu
a time
If he was the "Great Nullifier,' items they think should be listed,
years performance.
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If we take all their cash
months. The basin was pumpcd
`Every citizen should regard it not only as an obligation butse cry on Wednesday night of last And they are left without a dime and in Jackson's eyes a traitor, Their recommendations are hashSelf. •
ical threey„
he nevertheless did his best to ed over by other experts who've
privilege to support this great humane and democratic institsstion. week so that the new connection
tt, and FlYin,.
When things will go to smash?"
prevent secession, says Miss Colt. been following crop reports and
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He tried in vain, or too early, to national production figures. Finto share with those who are less fortunate.
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unite the South; and the unhappy ally they come up with 18 to 20
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groomed fpr
settling tank showed 28 inchee, I'll slap you on the wrist;
vision he had of the South's fut- items they think should be most
he added. I have helped the city You do too darn much reasoning
ure has come true. Believing that plentiful. The national list is then
To be a Socialist!"
de.rose of three or four inches of
the Union was "next to our lib- sent out to the USDA's area of•
April 9, 1918. Allison Akin, of
erty, most dear," he wasted some fices at New York, Chicago, San
fine words in defense of slavery Francisco, Dallas and Atlanta. East Orange, N. J., enroute from
Some day we suppose the headlines and the radio viiirtcream
instead of working on a cosnpro- Here they are again checked by a business trip to Chicago, spent
that a hydrogen-powered rocket ship has been to the moon and back.
mise which could possibly have area chiefs, who may add certain last Saturday and Sunday in the
Or that somebody has made a bomb 1,000 times more potent then
postponed the Civil War,
plentiful local items or delete city with his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
the hydrogen bomb. Or that a mechanical brain has been invented
But Miss Coit is lavish in her items not so plentiful. Peaches,
which solves international issues at the push of a button. '
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Praise of the political thinker, as for example, may be plentiful fled peaches, raisins and dried
And the disappointing thing about it will be that none of Us
lavish
as
Prunes.
In
its
was
release USDA each
Wiltse
in
his two- 'east of the Mississippi but too
will feel truly astonished or completely amazed, but only vaguely
volume work. "Had he been less early for the West Coast.
month explains why foods are
troubled. But sitting by an open fireplace on a midwinter evening
brilliant as a man, he might have
In addition to the featured Plentiful and why they are good.
we come, and with a sense of endless surprise; upon an age-od
been more useful as a states- items, pork and pork products, It gives cooking tips too.
wonder. Physicists cannot explain it. Students or other sciences
man," she suggests. Yet if the Irish potatoes and eggs, other "Pork is the bargain meat this
can only guess at it.
measure of a man is the man and items suggested for March cots- Spring," USDA points out. "Hea-,
What is it about an open fire that makes even nuclear research
not hi immediate usefulness, he surrrption include broilers and vy hog marketings continue to
irrevelant?
What
is
it
that
reaches
back
into
fundamentally
seem
There is a school of psychology buck as compared to the parking was a. great and dramatic figure. fryers, hens, dried beans, manu- Provide a bounty of tempting
time and forward into an eternity, asserting something unchangeable,
"Gestalt", which, if I un- fee (or no parking fee at all in He is brought to life splendidly factured dairy products, fresh and pork in all forms—ham, bacon,
called
something sure, satisfying, and altogether blessed at the core of
in this book, written with such frozen fish, carrots, cabbage, picnics, pork chops, roasts and
derstand correctly, believes that some cases) and take the car.
human existence?
all events are inter-related. That
The more cars on the road, the warmth as to tempt fiction read- beets, lettuce, spinach, canned sausage. In addition, lard and fat
"KEACH 6 f
The warmth of an open hearth seems somehow a purifier of
nothing happens anywhere in the more state and federal highways ers into the field of biography, corn and lima beans, apples, can- back are economical buys.'
intellect, melting the pride and the fear the human mind earns with world,
insignifimost
even the
(as well—is-CO streets) ate given
its own achievements, and letting the certainties Which are beyond
cant little thing, which does not longer an harder Wear. And the
its own creasion shine through the dross. Even Dr. Johnson, to
cause othsr events in an endless more road money is needed. The
whom books were as vital as our modern gadgets are to us, observes: chain which - may have startling
more cars, the worse traffic conBooks that you may carry to the fire, and hold readily in the final results.
gestion, so the city has another
hand, are the most useful after all.
.
It's a similar chain of events financial problem.
It is as if we approached a more reliable criterion for judging which should be of interest to evNo, this is a lot more complex
our affairs, and for separating the more important from the less eryone in our Kentuckiana area than the ,simple matter of city
important, as we catch -the overtones from the fire's crackle and these days. The Louisville Rail- residents paying a couple of penhum, and let the eye seek out glowing -implications. Can it be, we
way Company has asked for what nies more for a bus ride.
ask ourselves, after the first half-hour has passed, that we hesitated
amounts to a fare increase.
And it affects those living in
to commit ourselves to an open fire this evening, gauging the trouble
Is this of concern only to those ,other communities ever worse.
of bringing in the logs, of placing Papers and sticks and bark to
Louisville people who may havc Many people, hundreds of people,
catch a quick flame?
to pay 21
/
2 cents more for each come to Louisville `on Saturday
We did—and that is another wonder we never can expiain.
ride on a city bus?
alone to do some shopping. If
—(The Christian-Science Monitor)
No,
goes a lot further than these folks don't find satisfactory
that. It is of real concern to every traffic conditions in Louisville,
person who, at any time, drives they'll go elsewhere. And Louisinto Louisville on a business or ville merchants will suffer.
pleasure jaunt, or to do some
Higher fares mean fewer ridCongressman Rankin is by no means so exclusive as .the
It will affect people in ers—at least the Louisville Railproverbial farmer who Prayed to the Lord to. "save me and my shopping.
Beattyville and Taylorville, in way Company figures for the past
'son John, my wife and his wife, us four and no more." Should
Frankfort, Lexington, Glasgow, two years so indicate. And fewer
atomic war hit these shores, the Mississippi lawmaker would
in Beaver Dam and in Princeton, bus riders mean more automobiles
Share Mammoth Cave, "the greatest storm cellar the world ever
too. It will affect our state gov- on the streets. And that means a
saw," with other members of Congress and "every department and
ernments and even our federal severe traffic problem that nobureau of this government," That, we note with appropriately casgovernment. It's a lot more far- body likes and which is costly.
ual interest, would leave out nobody—nobody but taxpayers, that is.
reaching than the idea of LouisNo, this is a lot more complex
, Without meaning to under-rate Kentucky's truly mammoth
!Isms uss
ville folks paying a few pennies than the simple matter
of city
subterranean hiding place, we must say that Mr. Rankin's concepmore per ride.
residents paying a couple of pention of the cave's seating capacity puzzles us no less than his notion
Let me make clear, first, that nies more for a bus ride.
that it is near Paducah, which for that reason he would designate a
I'M not opposed to this rate inwartime capital Paducah is some 140 miles from Mammoth Cave
crease. Neither is this column inas the crow flies, and we doubt if ever a. frightened Congressman
tended to favor the raise. It is infleeing an atomic raid could outfly a crow—to say nothing of some
tended merely to point out some
2,000.000 assorted bureau officials and hired hands in the govern- facts;
facts which form a chain
ment's employ. .Even if we-left out field agents and regional office of events.
Fifteen per cent of drivers are
staffs, the ushering job at the cave entrance would be one to drive
First, for anyone who has to responsible for 90
per cent of aceven the great Andy Frain nuts.
"IVOU read it on
There are wooderful things for
Yes, you've a date—right now—
transfer, the new cost of a round- cidents, research
studies report.
But what especially interests us about Mr. Rankin's suggestion trip
1 the calendar—
you to look into:
bus ride from home to work,
to meet spring at your Buick
is its historical parallel. It,was this same Congressional desire for for shopping and home
The National Geographic Soand you feel iOn the
again (asdealer's. A date not only to see
A Riviera at Sedan prices. Twosecurity in time of-stress, oddly enough, that led to location of the suming
the raise goes through) ciety says Dr. Thomas Walker in
air.
pleasant things—but to hear pleasdoor Sedanets, four-door Sedans in
nation's capital at its present site. As William Oliver Stevens des- will
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exactly equal the most com- 1750 disclosed the importance of
ant news as well.
a
wide
range
of
power
and
cribes it in his book, Washington: The Cindrella City:
prices.
Spring—and the outmon parking lot fee in downtown Cumberland Gap as a way to the
Convertibles,
In the year 1783; when peace was signed, the Continental
Estate
Wagons, a
SIIGAR, Pure
doors calling—and that lively jubiwest.
For Buick prices are something to
Louisville. That is 25 cents.
Congress comprised only about a score of representatives, because
Coupe—cars for every taste and
Second, the Railway Company
lance that comes with winter's
jubilate about too. They start just
the rest did not bother to attend. In that year the capital was
Cumberland Gap is at the juncHOMINY, 3.
practically any budget.
has had two fare increases in the
above the lowest bracket—and
passing.
ture of the Kentucky, Tennessee
Philadelphia. There were many Continental soldiers in the city past two years.
And every time
SEED
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by
accompanied
There are even gay new spring
COBB1
and Virginia boundaries.
who had not -been paid, and they were both ragged and hungry. One the fare
went up, so did the numAnd nowhere is the spirit more in
easy-to-takc arrangements as to
colors to help you meet the season
day they rioted outside the windows of the Congressional Chamber,
ber of automobiles on the street
YELLOW
Salt Lake City, which lies near
or
the "deal."
evidence thanat your Buick dealer's.
in proper garb. And of course, if
and so noisily that the legislative gentlemen were alarmed, especial- This
makes all the city traffic the Wasatch mountains, has an
MEAL,
25
ly as the Philadelphia police did nothing to preserve order. -So the move
you haven't yet done so, there's
fb.
How about today—at latest Winosmuch slower. It puts more elevation of 4,330 feet.
For it's Spring Jubilee time with
Continental Congress scuttled out of Philadelphia and took refuge cars on the
Dynallow
Drive'
for
you
to
meet
row—for
with
streets and gives them
keeping your dote
FLOUR,Snow
in Nassau Hall on the Princeton campus.
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Congress erect buildings for the national legislature on the shores of it worse
of
Salt
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City.
of his 1950 line.
instead of better.
BROOMS, ex
either the Delaware or the Potomac: He wanted no moi:e cities
Let's take a family of four peoAlthough crows are noted for
where a rabble could collect and threaten the Congress of the Unit- ple—parents
Poaturis like these meats BUICK'S T9B BUY
MOPS, twine,
Time for you to sample, in proper
and two children— intelligence and
teamwork against
ed States of America again, not only with opprobrious language but for an example.
Suppose they live enemies, they are such
setting, all the new life and brilHIGHER-COMPINSSION Fir•ball rolvts.in.head power in three
thieves
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•noirt•t, first hp ratings. IN. F • 26.3 'noon'
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"double
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Americana, that when
straight-eight power—time for you
VISIBILITY, rlos•-up rood view both forward end bock •
1783 and 1800, there was "hot rivalry between all the important ping district.
GREAT NOR
Or that the place they pair to build
TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE, kers o'er oil length for statier
nests one must
parking and garaging, short turning radrus •
towns as to which should be the permanent capital," Paducah in they want to go is
to meet the greatest cure for spring
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several blocks stand guard while the other
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SOFT BUICK RIDS, Gan oil roilwronging, Safety,this Year of Out Lord 1950 seems not the least bit eager to grasp (too far to
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walk in either very ers material.
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the honor Mr. Rankin would shove its way. For one thing, as the hot or very cold
DYNAFLOW DRIVE ironclad on iii
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mile-mastering stride of a Buick
weather) away
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home of Alben Barkley and Irvin S. Cobb and the Dixie Aroma from the main bus
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to spend exactly one dollar in bus age group.
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—(The Louisville Times) fares to go in town shopping?
The National Geographic So•
No, they'll get out the family
It is all very well for us to look to Washington with our de- jalopy, they'll
ciety says the average elevation
CHEWING G
pile in and they'll
of Tibet is greater than that of
mands for econosile, but charity still begins at home, and until voters pay their parking
fee and not
Mt. Whitney, highest point in the
urge a doctrine of economy upon local government—where accesse take the gatiolitie
and oil used,
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es easier—noththil positive can possibly be done in Washington where the automobile depreciation
and
fun. ix 1-15051 I tar ,-ttt, ABC
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It seems that Russia feels that she is firmly entrenched in China in actual dollars and
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•
and now should begin telling us what to do in Japan. They are call- as much in eh automobile,
When
ing for punishment of Hirohito as a war criminal. If the -'ecision for all things are taken into
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considerof the water this
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BROOMS, extra good 5-tie
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MOPS, twine, No. 18
helps MUCH if copy comes into the office early. By "Early"
15c
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, lb.
we mean Friday, Saturday, Monday morning. And, remember,
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS, U. S. No. 1
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COFFEE, Maxwell House,

1

1

Large Lotair Furnace - Church or School

29c

1

Residence Hot Water Heater

PUREX, qt. bottle

15c

1

One-Sack Concrete Mixer

CHEWING GUM, all kinds, 3 for

10c

LARGE CALIFORNIA LIMA BEANS, 2 lb.
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Kentucky Bank Assets
Decrease $38,336,989

U. K. Dedicates New
Fine Arts Center
The University of Kentucky
celebrated its 85th birthday last
week by dedicating its new $1,500,000 Fine Arts Building, home
of the Departments of Art, Music,
Speech and Drama. ht his dedicatory address, U.K. President H
Is Donovan urged the departments housed in the handsome
new structure to slant their pro.
grams in the direction of the people. 'The UniverIty of Kentucky
Is the people's university," he
said. "It cannot concern itself
with serving just a few of the
elite. . . . We belong to all the
people and we must serve all the
people."
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Allis -Chalmers
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Fredonia, Ky.
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WEST KENTUCKY'S LARGEST STOCK
OF QUALITY F:ELD SEED

Clay Chapter

INKEL ys
AIR STORE

HOW MUCH IS
ONE RESCUE WORTH?

MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE
FARM MACHINERY
PARTS -. - SALES - - - SERVICE

A tiny hand above the water. Then slowly,
slowly it sinks. But there is time—still time—
if only 11011960019 I near, someone who knows
what to do. A twelve-year-old boy, a woman,
an old man—anyone,if only he knows.

CHEAP MONEY TO

FARMERS Through
THREE RIVERS NATL FARM
LOAN ASS'N.
Loans, made on good farms
front 10 to 33 years at 4% Interest on amortized payments

And the wonderful thing is that there are
millions who do know what to do and how to
do it. Last year alone, you—through your Red
Cross—made it possible to train more than
a half-million people in water safety. Another
56,600 were authorized as instructors in water
sefety and first aid. It is estirnatixi that
18,000,000 have had training in first aid and
water safety through your Red Croat.

J. D. ALEXANDER
Secretary - Treasurer
Dial 3351
Princeton, /Cy.

We Know That

QUALITY

Many of these people are able to save human
life—priceless human life. How much is this
ability worth? It's hard to say—unless
it is someone you love who has been rescued.

Is The Power Of The Drug

Your contributions to your Red Cross can
help carry on this training program, help take
, it to new areas that need it.,Give now—it
stay save a life sooner than you think.

That's why we never sacrifice quality.
Have your doctor leave your prescrip-

Buy your sickroom supplies where you
have your prescriptions filled.We carry
s complete stock of quality merchan.
dise at reasonable prices. Your order
will receive the prompt service that •
prescription receives. Try us.
Ws ono Merck Pnseariplikta assokole

PRINCETON CREAMERY
MORGAN'S
CORNER DRUG STORE

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES

C. A. V.OODALL INS., Agency
WOC)BROS.
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made
commission as a deterrent ing jobs:
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one after the other, to do specific up the Palestine Partition ComDial 3211
type.
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mission to put the partition plan. examples of still another
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Pontiac!
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sparkling Silver Streak beauty —
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a long look at Pontiac's
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amazing price-tag—to discover
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McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Point Store"
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Mrs. Welle Brown and Mrs. Char- ereignty over Tibet date from
les Lester. Nine shades were re- days of the Manchu
whkt, ended in 1912.
worked during the day.
Potluck dinner was served during the noon hour.
The minor lesson was given in
the afternoon by Mrs. F. A. Lewis and Mrs. Charles Lester.
Mrs. Jimmie Jones gave a report on Farm and Home week
which she recently attended in
Lexington.
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The wives set up their food "warehouse"
Satterfield, Charles Lester, Wylie
hall. They told newsmen they plan to do all they can to keep the .niners from going back to
Brown, Jimmie Jones, Travis
work without a contract. (AP Wirephoto)
Sisk and the hostess. Miss Wilma
Canned sweet potatoes that Vandiver was a visitor.
have been baked with sugar
The next meeting will be held
in the oven are delicious March 23 at the home of Mrs.
syrup
Mr. Melvin Fralick is slowly
•
Arnold Owen, of Newnan, improving at his home on Daw- and different topped with whole Herschel Drennan.

Homemakers News

Silent Music

Davis - Holland

Mrs. Barnes Hostess

Announcement is made of the To UDC Chanter
marriage of Miss Marcelle Davis, Mrs. K. L. Barnes was hostess
Route 2, to Mr. Cdenn W. Holland, to members of the local chapter
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Hol- of the United Dadughters of Conland, Eddyville, January 24, at federacy at her home on West
the home of the Rev. Sanders, of- Main street Thursday night, Feb.
ficiating minister, in Marion.
23.
Attendants were Miss Marvella
Rev. George W. Filer, pastel- of
Lamb.
Hall and Mn Robert
First Christian Church, was
the
Mrs. Holland is a daughter of
guest speaker. He discussed -the
Mrs. Frank Thompson and the
works of Sidney Lanier and other
late Cecil Davis, and is a member
tamous southern poets. The Rev.
of the junior class of Butler High
Filer described Lanier as being a
School.
poet of music and told that he
graduated
was
The bridegroom
was also a great flutist. He also
School
from Lyon County High
described the works of He
in 1948 and enlisted that year in
Timrod, Irwin Russell and Paul
the U. S. Navy. He was trained
Hamilton Hayne. Lanier's reVinson - Campbell
at Great Lakes, Ill., Corpus Chris"Christmas In The
t.' Mr. Horace Vinson of Princeton ti, Tex., and several southern nowned poem,
the
fyixmarriage of his states, and is now stationed in Quarters", was read by the Rev.
ru—. . ,4 ii,..Anieesr_i
--to Mr: Eugene Maryland. Mrs. Holland expects Filer.
au ter, e
Special music was presented by
Campbell, of PenSbroke, on Satur- to join him there soon.
Miss
the Butler High Sextette, ti,hich
aday, February48. Rev. J. H. MadGa., will arrive Monday to visit son Road.
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Doria
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Miss Dorothy Ann Davis. S he
ratutates
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r
,
1..caclo
-Ann
Patsy
Quisenberry,
Dalzell,
of crisply fried bacon is debite
eeremony.
about
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for
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will
d y James Catherine Hopper, Norma Sue
visited Mrs. Ozment in Hopkins main in the oven only
Mr./and Mr
served over cooked snap
licious
Miter
•
•
Campbell,
to
Lee
Miss Rosa
10 or 15 minutes if you want
county Sunday.
Mitchell, Route 2, on he birth of Cartwright and Carolyn Croft,
beans; season with salt and freshof
color
red
lovely
I.of the bridegi-oom, and Jerold a son, William Edw rd, Februthe
preserve
Chandler
B.
and
E.
Mr.
Mrs.
Don-Mr. Oather Capps and Mr.
under the direction of Miss Nanly-ground pepper.
tBaldwin were the on& attendcranberries.
. ary 13.
cy Stowers. They sang "Make Be- spent the weekend with their son, ald Redden visited Jamea-Bes- the
• • •
Uinta
in
family,
Teri:e
hear Friday.
lieve," "Dear Hearts and Gentle Wayne, and
' The bride wore an aqua suit
Mr. and Mrs. Van Buren Robin- People" and "Look For The Sil- Haute, Ind. Wayne ia a—ehemist
Miss Sue Darnell spent the
with black aoce.ssories and a cor- son, Star Route 5, on the birth of
ver Lining." Other numbers were for Commercial Solvent Corpor- weekend with her parents.
BEAUTIFUL • DECORATIVE
carnations.
sage of white
a son, Raymond Earl, February 2. "One Kiss", by Carolyn Croft, ation there, and recently returned
Dr. B. L. Keeney visited Mr.
• • •
' Miss Campbell wore a brown
C.,
D.
Washington,
from
where
he
and a duet, "Whispbering Hope"
George Franklin Sunday. Dr.
.suit with green accessories and a
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Amos by Dorla Stallins and Norma Sue represented his company at a
Keeney recently returned from a
$vrsage of yellow roses.
of
birth
the
on
3,
Route
Mitchell,
meeting of the American ChemiCartwright.
vacation in Florida.
- For going away the-bride wore a son, James Douglas, February
Members present were Mes- cal Society. He also will be a delMrs. Desdy'Pool visited Mrs.
powder blue dress with black 17.
New
in
to
meeting
egate
the
S. 0. Catlett, A. P..Cook, Emery
Lena Sheble Friday.
•
'accessories and white carnations.
City.
York
Dobbins, Charles Gaddie, G. R.
Mr. Pat Crowder is still im:After a short wedding trip to
Mr. and Mrs. William Ancell Newman, Fred Taylor,
• • •
McKee
proving add has been moved to
1r,00kout Mountain and Alabama Jones, Marion, Route 5, on the
Misses Ann Humphries, daugh- his son's home.
Thomson, J. L. Walker, J. S. Wil
he couple will make their home birth of a son, Thomas William, hams
and the hostess; and Misses ter of Mr. and Mrs. R. T. HumMr. George Powell and Wesley
jvltIh the bridegroom's parents, February 23, at Princeton HosMargie Amoss, Robert lee Beck, phries, Route 3, and Rose Wood, Grimes visited Melvin Fralick
*here he is engaged in farming. pital.
Garland
Mrs.
and
daughter
Mr.
of
Minnie
Crowder and Virginia
Paste • Glue • Tools • Cleaners
Sunday.
* • *
rs. Campbell is employed at J.
Wood, of Cobb, visited their
Hodge.
Clifton Morris visited at the
Mr. and Mrs. Thows Cayce,
. Penney 0o.. in Hopkinsville.
VARLAR
SANITAS
Visitors were Mesdames Wil- homes over the weekend of Feb- home of Cyrus Rollins Sunday.
on th &birth of a s o—A, Harold liam Willis,
Clyde Kereheval, J. ruary 17. They are students at
called
son
and
Mrs. Anna Scott
Tape • Patching Plaster • Felt
all - Lamb
Wayne, February 27. The baby B.
Lester, Allison Akin, Charles Bethel Woman's College.
on Mr. and Mrs. George Frank:
; Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hall, weighed six pounds and fourteen
• • •
Gaddie, T. J. Simmons, Mary
Wall Rite
lin Sunday.
Princeton, announce the marriage ounces.
Elizabeth Kirkman and E. B.
Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky
and
Mr.
Langham
visited
Fanny
Mrs.
to
Marlene,
daughter.
pf their
Lindsay; Misses Audie Green and have returned from a ten days' her son Sunday.
. Robert Lamb. The wedding
If feet have become irritated by
Peggy Barnes; and the Rev. visit to points in Arkansas and
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin,
ook place in Marion February 4 new shoes, soak them in a hot
George W. Filer.
St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Ben Hackney and children,
at the home of the Rev. Sanders, sudsy foot bath, dry briskly with
Refreshments of sandwiches,
Miss Mable Beshears, Mrs. HesHopkinsville
• • •
4-ho was the officiating minister. a soft towel, and pat sore places cake
and coffee were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L Tullis ter Powell and George Powell
I The bridegroom is the son of 'gently with olive oil. A quick
ant! children, Frank and Jane AI- visited Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Rollins
rs. Caine f.eirnb, of Eddyvitle. rub-down with diluted witch halen, of Louisville, were weekend Sunday.
, Mrs. Lan* Is a senior at Butler zel will leave feet cool and re- surprise Birthday Party
freshed.
-'Mrs. L. D. Elder was honored guests of Mr. ahd Mrs Fred Tat=
gta SchooL
with a surprise birthday dinner ey and Mrs. Tylene Talley.
at 7 p. m., Wednesday, Feb. 21, at
• • •
her home on N. Harrison street.
\Mrs. Tylene Talley has return
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Leo ed home after a two weeks' vial
Coleman; Mrs. Myrtle Angel and with her daughter, Mrs. Ed Tul
son, LeRoy; Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Us, and the Rev. Tullis, in Louis
Thomason; Mr. and Mrs. Willis ville.
• • •
Traylor and children, James and
Rebecca Ann; Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Mr. G. M. Pedley and Mr. HilHerron; Mr. and Mrs. Hoyette lery Barnett were in Paducah
Thomason and son, Bobby.
Sunday, where they accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Kenneday Mr. Frank Machen to a rest home
and son, Perry; Mr. and Mrs. Ted near there for convalesence. Mr.
Oates and daughter, Bonnie; Mr. Machen was injured in a fall sevand Mrs. Champ Oates; Mr. and eral weeks ago, and his condition
Mrs. Cecil Shelton and daughter, is reported to be satisfactory. H
Frances Ann; Mr. and Mrs. Clar- had been under treatment at
ence Nichols and children, Janice, Princeton Hospital.
Jimmy and Billy; Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Jenkins; Mrs. Edward
accompanied
S
Miss Judy Pruett,
Boaz and Linda Joyce Boaz; Mr. by Misses Betty Jo Clifton, of
and Mrs. L. D. Elder and son, West Virginia, and Susan Good,
Charles Thomas; and Mr. J. H. of Covington, spent last weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. P.
Watson.
L. Pruett, Hawthorne Avenue.
For afternoon party fare serve These girls are students at Westtiny biscuits split, spread with ern St ate College, Bowling
Avocado Spread, and sandwiched Green.
• • •
together again with small, thin
slices of ham. To make the Spread
Mrs. Allan Hubbard is ill at
mash an avocado fine and com- her home on West Main street
bine with four tablespoons of\
of influneza.
• • •
butter or margarine that has been
creamed with two tablespoons of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McHarg and
cream cheese; season with salt, family spent Wednesday in Memfreshly ground pepper, and a lit- phis, Term.
tle lemon and onion juice.
To save clothing and mending
It is often necessary to use two time, fasten buttons and other
extra tablespoons of liquid for fastenings right in the first place.
every cup called for in regular Then ordinary wear or washing
receipes when using cake flour and ironing shouldn't loosen butto bake a cake in a dry climate. tons.
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ever disaster has struck,
Red Crows has been on Ow Ices
a matter of hours. This yearalways—it will be on hand to
shelter, medical care, feel,
term rehabilitation to
of disaster victims. Last,
through your Red Crook Ycit
relief in 330 dieaster operator
assisted over 228,500 people.
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of EASTER SUITS

Have You Tasted The Difference
In Our Cottage Cheese?

acro•••campus or a country

Made From Fresh Rich Milk Daily and Enough
Cream to Please You.
TRY A CARTON TODAY

newest tweeds, gabardines and checks...
all of Spring 'Ws' newest shades and of course.
ever-popular Navy. Misses' and junior sizes.
.

All at wonderfully low prices.

Princeton, Kentucky

lane! Sirtglit-tonrol and

multi-colors
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th• loveliest, softest loathers eviie
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Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

Connie Le-H•s1sr price-tads if

Phone 2063
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AIRLINES
NEED

5.95 and 6.95

. . unmarried young women for
glamorous positions as Reservationists, Communicationists or Hostesses. At least High School Graduates; ages 18 to 30. Nationwide
p'ac.?rnent service free to graduates.
Find cut if you can cppilify.
For
Intormation
-Mail Coupon At Once
CENTRAL SCHOOLS, STATION D, BOX 2042,
Evansville, Ind.
CENTRAL SCHOOLS
I would like ample% istowisitiss shiest Mites eapenvoilites.
Address.
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OF A LIFETIME
(AP) "Ey1‘. Jot al Bridge,
erY'L'odY says this Natural Bridge
is so wonderful. Well, mebbe so,
I ain't never been ncrwheres
else:" says Joseph Mitchell. He
was born at Natural Bridge July
12, 1871. Ile began work at 10 as
a stable boy, but was soon apprenticed as a gardener. He has
been at it ever since.
"I guess nobody's told me to do
anything in ten years. If I didn't
rummage around and find something to keep busy at, I guess
I'd just vegetate," he says. Asked advice on how to keep z job
68 years, he said: "Keeo out of
the boss' s;g1.t."

mg Chicks
Good Care

Bit I I tliE

'lowing poultry-raising
s for March are offered'
Harris of the poultry
the Experiment Station:1
ater is needed as the
ow. An automatic water- '
ssure an ample supply
greatly reduce the labor '
for the chicks.
.1 placed at the back of
der house with a half- ,
run to the water trough ,
much time. A float or
Te control will allow the
flow as it is needed.
:a addition to mash may
the chicks at any time
ks are five to six weeks

moon! rolteseal
ver diaaster has stratt,
Cross has been on tits
(ter of hours. This
RVs—it will heals baud
ter, medical care, hod,
rehabilitation to
master victim& Last
ugh Your Red Croat, yin
fin 330 disaster opera '
ted over 228,500 pie*

The word "academy" came into
use because Plato taught at the
Grove of Academus, a mile north
of Athens.
During the Middle Ages it was
believed that mistletoe could protect people from witches.
Ruins of Eridu in Iraq are believed to be th5se of the werld's
oldest city.
A ton may be 2,000 pounds
(U. S.), 2,240 pounds (long tuns)
or 2,2046. pounds (metric tons).
Rio De Janeiro, in English,
means River of January.
Homer called sinister laughter
sardonic because an herb grown
on Sardinia was reputed to cause
death by laughter.
The word "volcano" comes
from the Latin form (Vulcanus)
of the nom egiven by the ancient
. their god of fire, Vul-

POLITE ROBBERS
Paris — (AP) — Two robbers
who raided the home of Count
Exelmans, descendant of one of
Napoleon's Marshals,. at Neuilly,
asked Madame Exelmans: "Would
you care to'keep a few family
Aroy or contaminate
jewels for yourself?" The sur- VANDALS AT WORK: Here are some of the 125 tombstones that were recently knock
own and 200,000,000 bushels of grain in
prised Countess gladly took a broken in Shanesville cemetery, Dover, Ohio. The Lutheran.-Reformed Church
burial p t is 105 the U. S. every year.
necklace given by the Princess years old. Authorities believe it to be the work of a "bunch of rowdies." (AP
Wirephoto)
Murat, but the robbers made off
RIDE 'EM COWBOY; Johnny Hoyt, oi Gravey, Calif.,
with other jewels estimated to
Prince Charles Island, nearly
The Virginia Declaration of
The shortest of ancient measrough ride from a bucking brorsc at the annual rodeo, "La Fiesta t be worth $4,300.
as big as Connecticut, was discov- Rights, adopted in 1776, formed urements was the "diget," based
de Vagueros" held at Tucson, Ariz., last Sunday. Hoyt righted
ered just north of Hudson Bay in part of the frame-work of the on the width of the human
himself and stayed aboard the critter for the prescribed time.(AP'
Walker's Drugs & Jeweit y
Modern machines can make 550, 1940.
federal Bill of .Rights.
thumb.
Wirephoto)
Mil 3211
nails a minute.
-

the range shelter along.
the brooder house and
ks access to it. This will
he crowded condition in
ter house and will ansorpose of the sun-porch.
'II want to remove chicks,
and replace them with
.s to save feed and elan ample supply of feed
t at one time.
range feeders and waterfor use next month.
ns that are not laying.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
g reduces the size of the
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
few roosters can go to
Services:
too.
ke up house room with a
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
1p? Broody hens should
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
.ket
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
"Lvader Classified Ad!
Evening Worship at 7:00.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.
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CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
SLTNDAY
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
WEDNESDAY
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
8:11 o'clock, Choir Procure
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Penney's Great "Twice-a-Year" Savings Jamboree - - Get Your Shoes Specially Bought — Specially Priced Items

•

OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday"Evening Service, 7
o'clock

OWE/Alf
ceton Crea
. T. DAUM, Prop.,

EW PATTERNS
EVERY ROOM!

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
5:45 p. m. Training Union
7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:15 p. m.

LEOPARD IN CAGE AFTER CAPTURE: The leopard that escaped from the Oklahoma City, Okla., zoo and led huntsmen a
merry three-day chase, rests-peacefully in front of a portable cage
Tuesday after his capture. Drugged meat, left in the open by zoo
officials, pu,t the big cat asleep only a few feet from where he
leaped from his pit. Hundreds of persons, including a Marine
reserve unit, participated in the search. (AP Wirephoto- Copyright, 1960, by Oklahoma Publishing Co.)

Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Senate
Second and fourth Sundays,
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC.
Potato
Price Support .0'
Mass at 8 o'clock.
PRINCETON
Washington—The Senate MonCHURCH Or THE IMMACUHoly Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
• yam
day approved legislation which
LATE CONCEPTION, EARLRev. William Borntraeger is
'on, now
would erase Government price
INGTON
pastor and the Rev. Richard
to soft
guarantees on the 1951 potato
A ROLL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Clements is assistant pastor.
and Up
bodes'.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
crop unless growers agree to
Second and fourth Sundays,
strict marketing quotas designed
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
Mass at 10 o'clock.
to prevent costly surpluses.
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
The bill also would correct alSunday School every Sunday leged injustices in the year's cotOUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSafternoon at 2:30.
PITAL CHAPEL
ton-acreage allotment program
Preaching every second and by permitting some growers to
First, third and fifth Sundays,
fourth Sunday afternoons at plant larger crops. There were!
.2:30.
complaints the original allotrnents
Prayer meeting every Satur- set by the Agriculture Departday at 7:30 p. m.
ment were too small to let these
growers make a living.
NORTHS1DE BAPTIST
Before approving the bill 53 to
REGULAR MEETING
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor. 24 and sending it back to the
Sunday School-10 a. tn.
House. Which adopted a vastly
Preaching-11 a. m.
different version, the Senate also
Training Union-6 p. m.
approved amendments which
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
7 O'Clock - lodge Room
would put a floor under GovernHour of Prayer—Wednesday, ment-ordered cutbacks
in wheat
All Brothers Plan To Attend
7 p. m.
and peanut acreages.
The action capped more than a
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
week of hectic and frequently
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
angry debate over the potatoWiniam E. Cunningham, pastor
support program and Agriculture
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Department plans to dump up to
Morning Worship 11:90 am_
40,000,000 bushels of surplus poYoung People's Service 6:00
tatoes from this year's crop.
p.m.
Under the final bill, prices will
Evangelistic Service 730 p.m
be supported on this year's poWednesday evening
prayer
tato crop if growers agree either
service 7:00 p.m.
to'marketing quotas — an ultrastrict form of production control
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. Leon Oliver will preach at — or milder marketing agreements.
C edar Bluff Baptist Church
But they must agree to marThursday night, Feb. 23. Rev. H.
keting quotas on next year's crop
D. Knight will preach there Sunor risk losing their federal priceday, Feb. 26, at 9 a. m. and 7 p.m.
support guarantees.
Sunday School will be held at
Just before adopting the meas9:45 a. m.
ure, the Senate approved an
amendment by Senator Thomas
The Colubinia River, forming
(D., Okla.) to permit the Govthe boundary between Washingernment to sell its surplus potaton and Oregon, is believed to
toes for cost in scarcity areas. The
carry more water, than all other
American Pacific Coast streams vote was 71 to 6.
combined.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
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BRIGHT DECORATOR
SOLID COLOR

Dress Shirts
• SOLID COLORS
• NU-CRAFT COLLARS

Extra Heavy - Extra Thick
Extra Big.' All Colors in
Stork.
20 x 40.

141
/
2/C

B. P. 0. ELK

TONIGHT

Prices Reduced
on
. keyed high in style and low in cost
o. this black suede strip sandal . . . a gay
note to bring music to your steps for

Only $2.95

INKEL'S
AIR STORE

CATTLE DRENCH
for removal of worms

$1:39

SHORTS
SHIRTS
BRIEFS
T-SHIRTS

Another Repeater!

srO
LiksDulEltil

VENETIAN
BLINDS

ENAMELED
RUGS

SUITS
Spring
* New
Shades
$1 215
and Dark
Pastel
*
Teprrriciffeicically Low
*

• METAL SLAT
• ALL WIDTHS 24"
• 64" LONG
• OFF-WHITE COLOR
• BUY ALL YOU WANT -

• FAMOUS MANITEX
• FELT BACKS
• ASST. FLORAL And
KITCHEN DESIGNS
* FIRST QUALITY

Sizes 10 to 20

LADIES'

LADIES'

LADIES'

27 x 27

OUTING
GOWNS

RAYON KNIT
GOWNS

TRICOKNIT

BIRDSEYE

SLIPS

DIAPERS

Fine Quality Rayon Knit.
A Truly Great Slip Value.
Sizes 3° to 42.

1 88

Colors
All Sizes.

LATEX

GREAT MacPENNEY DAY :UV!
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF HIGHER PRICED

0

Dust Free, Comfortable,
In
zippered59
linen finished
ticking.

FLOUR
SACKS

PHONE 2076

III,:1' it11 111i 1111111ES

Sanforized, Full Cut
for Comfort. A Real
Saving. All Sizes - - Come Early And Save.

Here They Are!

from the stomach
1 quart

Lovely Rainbow Solid Col.
Alsodesigns.
105" Long double bed
size.

You Asked For More

PILIOWS

PHENOTHIAZINE

SPREADS

MATCHING CLOTH 2,29c

FOAM

Dr. Rogers,

Chenille

TOWELS

MEN'S

19c

BETTER
*
•
*
•
•

DRESSES

REDUCED

SPRING PRINTS AND SOLIDS
RAYON CREPES AND SUITINGS
NEWEST SPRING SHADES
NEW STOCK, FRESH AS SPRING
SIZES 10 TO 20
ALTERATIONS FREE

PENNEY'S

54-INCH

PLASTIC
Clear and Solid Colors.
Wil not get brittle, crack or
stick.

CLEANSING
TISSUES

2 boxes 35c
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Half-Million Now
Enrolled In 4-H
Work In State

Growing Of Plants
From Seed Can Be
A Tricky Business

By Cynthia Lowry
Any hour now, some exhorter
will be urging women of the nation to get together and do something about the state of the world.
Just what they can do is something else again.
The job of patching up an ailing world is too big a job for
even the best organized group of
women in the United Statgs.
Conceded, no women want war
or mass destruction. It has always
seemed a ridiculous way of settling disputes, even when the combatants were slinging stones at
RILL° GETS.A BIG RAISE: Carl Furillo (left), one of the heeach other. But now we have
evolved weapons capable of roes of the Brooklyn Dodgers September pennant drive last season,
knocking out whole populations. and Brooklyn President Branch Rickey oblige photographers with
Obviously, the decisions on the a mock holdup at New York (Feb. 21) as Furillo appeared for a
manufacture and use of atomic salary conference. Furillo, a 28-year-old outfielder, signed a copweapons must be decided by qual- tract during the conference, and while no salary figures were given
ified authorities as circumstances out, newsmen figured the Reading, Pa., flychaser will receive $20,000,
dictates. It seems obvious that the a $6,000 boost over his 1949 pay. (AP Wirephoto)
people of the world can't make
Dressing Yields Of
the decision when large numbers'Chickens Can't Dodge
of them are tightly shut off from Poultry Worker's Dog
Hogs Killed On Farm
information and opinions their
A hog that weighs around 225
Madison, Wis. — For eight years
rulers and leaders wish withheld. a chicken-retrieving
dog has been pourfds should produce a carcass
Meanwhile, ho W are we going saving a Madison-poultry
buying of about 175 pounds, say meat
be mixed with an equal amount sized stones' in the bottom of the to live under the
threat of possi- firm from $25 to $100 a day.
specialists at the College of Agof sand. Germinating seeds do not seed container.
ble abrupt extension?
riculture and 'Home Economics,
His owner estimates that the
require any great amount of food, Sow the seeds in shallow drills
This threat already has changUniversity of Kentucky.
dog, "mostly Collie", and named
just moisture, good drainage and —not broadcast—and mark them ed our concepts
and thinking. It
The fresh hams, shoulders, baccareful handling.
carefully. Keep the flats in dark- undoubtedly will have greater ef- Andy has caught 18,000 fleeing on and jowls should weigh around
chickens.
Almost any shallow, well put ness and covered with newspaper fects on us in the future. It is
Wondorfyl new
90 pounds, and loins, ribs and
B•ndis Gyre- together wooden box is potential- until the seeds have germinated hard to move through
Andy works for the Southern sausage, 35 pounds. About
one's ac27
wiatk,featuring
"Dyna-Surite" ly a flat, and flower pots do nice- and then put them in the Sun- customed paces, whether work- Wisconsin Produce Co. He started pounds of lard usually conies from
washing,thrifty ly, too, although they waste space shine.
1941
in
when
he
was
six
weeks
ing in an office, laboratory or in
a 225-.pound hog in good slaugh"Water-Rationer. Soap in a window,.
What happens after this de- the home, wondering just how old.
ter condition.
injector option-'
His job is to watch at the comat at slight ex. Watering is tricky, and when pends entirely upon their treat- long we will be permitted to live.
tra coat,
The whole situation is net with- pany scales when chickens are a bird gets under a truck or car,
possible it should be done. from ment.
Andy waits until a yard employee
the box. In
t
p tomoef fe
When the second set otTilia out its bitter humor. In our work- transferred to crates. Ten to 12 routs the
prey so Andy can get
drainage
event,
I any appear on the young tender plant, a-day worlds we see what mar- birds escape daily. Sometimes the
.till,a tI3aprovide
at it.
' either by breaking up flower pots, it's time for action. They must be I vels science has wrought. We use number hits 30 to 40.
A. C. Duckwitz, owner of the
40.•
:7,111!2.11""1 a layer of sphagnum moss or good transplanted or "pricked off" and an electric typewriter, our toast
In a flash the dog races after
A real powerhouse!
company and Andy, says the dog
pops
up
when
properly
chicken
when
browned a
Thrifty nikw
it gets away. If
set farther 'apart to give them
has
killed
only
two
chickens.
OthSondio Ths
Longer
life!
beckuse
of
a complicated mechangrowing space. Sometimes the
Gives you
dreamed up awful means by erwise they're returned unharm"Dyna-Surge"
seedling is too small to be hand- ism. We havd'at our disposal mirMore
power!
which man can annihilate him- ed with only feathers ruffled.
washing, and
led by the fingers and a pencil aculous drugs curing diseases
money-saving
Quicker, more
self.
When he isn't on chicken de"Witer-Raor orange stick helps to move which used to be considered inThis alleged peacetime is not tail Andy doubles as night watchfirmer". Ideal
curable.
At
dependable iarts
the
same
time,
science
them to flats. Press the seedlings
for permanent
which has made our lives longer, too different from war. And in man for the company.
instalLation.
Yes, and -best-tasting RC is gently into the soil, water, them
—even in thy'
easier and more pleasant has. wartime, crime increased, juvesuper-delicious with this recipe thoroughly and keep them out
nile delinquency soared to spew ,Try A Leader Claifie4, Ad!
coldest
weather.
of direct sunlight until they have had
a chance to recover from the highs. For almost anyone whose
for spring parties —
WARRANTED
shock.
conduct deviated from the acceptNEW, FAST RELIEF
SLICE
Damping off IS the scourge of ed norm, there was a ready exfor
Vs years!
RHEUMATISMFOR
Now Boodle
frankfurters
ARTHRITIS PAINS seedlings, a growth encouraged planation: war hysteria.
Economist—with
into
small
"Undertow"
After all, we reasoned logically,
Remarkable new medical discovery by lack of air and soil conditions
washing,
disks
offers fast relief from the nagging, in the flat that encourages the re- it's hard to act as if it were busi"Floataway"
Arthritis,
Rheuof
crippling
agonies
tention of water. There are fungi- ness as usual when within hours, Creornulsion relieves promptly because
draining,
matism, Neuritis. The sensational
SERVE
"Squeeze Ar!Pan-Ex treatment works through cides designed to prevent damp- days or weeks a young man might it goes right to the seat of the trouble
Drying". No
frankfurter bits and sauce on
wringer, no
the blood stream—reduces uric acid, ing off, and charcoal dust sprink- find himself in battle danger, to help loosen and expel germ laden
bolting down.
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
and speeds blessed relief to aching led over the surface of the
large potato chips
seed wounded or everriTead. Young heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
muscles and joints. Ask us about the
beds helps.
people, caught up in the excite- mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
wonderful Ar-Pan-Ex treatment.
Drink Royal Crown Cola
Some seeds, of course, can be bent, snatched at whatever look- to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
starled in cold frames, but usual- ed 'desirable at the moment on with the understanding you must like
ly it is impossible to plant them the theory that by tomorrow it the way it quickly allays the couch
or sou are to have your money hack.
as early outdoors as it is in the would have vanished forever.
house. Both the cold frame and the
All these elements are in our
sunny windows have their uses to lives today. It is hard to plan for
the gardener, for the earliest an- a relaxed, secure future' when
nual blooms usually come from there is a serious possibility the
seeds started indoors when there planning will be taken outof our
The Board of Directors of the Henderson-Union Rural Electric Cois still snow on the ground out- hands. It is difficult to explain the
side.
old verities and truisms to youngoperative Corporation has petitioned the Public Service Commission for a
When the seedlings have start- sters when there is doubt as to
revision of the electric service rates of the cooperative in order to proper.
ed toward mature growth, and the what their future will be.
New features—new economy
weather is warming up, they
ly
and efficiently maintain and operate its lines; to meet the amortization
We can hope that the worst
of operation—new low prices.
should be gradually hardened off, won't happen. It's the job of the
and
interest payments on its outstanding indebtedness and to establish
Buy on our budget plan. Low
preparatory to being set in their mothers and the wives to keep
initial payment —low
reserves for contingencies. This action of the Board was taken besafe
permanent places.rFlats may be hysteria at a minimum, and to
monthly installments!
set outdoors during warm periods. maintain a hopeful attitude. Cercause the economic conditions as they exist'today, have greatly inThe glass frame of the cold frame tainly we must pray that peoples
creased over the conditions on which the rates were based at the time the
may be opened on pleasant days. on the other side of the world
cooperative was organized.
Most annuals can be started in are as anxious* to survive as we
F. Main
Phone 3141
the broad temperate zone around are. There always has been a
The Public Service Commission has set the date of heading for this
mid-March—tomato seeds a cou- day after tomorrow, and the
ple of weeks earlier.
world will probably muddle
request for revision of rates as March, 9, 1950, at 10:30 A.M. in its of
Meanwhile, some seeds can be through to it this time.
at Frankfort, Kentucky. Following are schedules of the proposed
sown outdoors now—whether or
not there's snow on the ground.
rate revisions:
Shirley poppies and larkspur seed,
Feel the "go" of the '50 Ford's 100-horsepower
for example, make a handsome
engine. Its the same type engine now used in
combination broadcast together
America's costliest cars and it actually whispers
while it works.
where they are to grow. So can
RATE
spinach—true spinach, not New
First 40 kwh or less, minimum charge
Zealand or Tampala. Toss the
$3.00 per month
seed on the snow—it's better that
Next 40 kwh hours
.05 per kwh
way, for when the snow melts it
Next
60
kwh
hours
.03 per kwh
will carry the fine seed down into
Next 60 kwh hours
the ground with it, and youlll
Ford's "Fashion Car" styling is now more beauti.021
/
2 per kwh
have earlier blooms and a very
ful than ever. New sparkling upholstery fabrics
Over 200 kwh hours
.01 1/2 per kwh
are long lived, too. Even front seat life has been
early vegetable.
MINIMUM CHARGE
lengthened by non-sag springs under foam rubAnd after that's done, take a
Help your chicks grow faster,
ber cushions.
1. The annual minimum charge for schools, churches, and commun.
look at the garden tools and outhelp yourself to more profit!
door furniture. Both proba6ly a Give chicks Dr. Salabury's
ity halls shall be $20.00 per year, except where the necessary transneed attention. And while you're I Ren-O-Sal, drinking-water
former capacity for any one customer exceeds 3 KVA.
medicine. Supplies G S.Factor
Painting the furniture, how about
b rrifa a: faster
touching up the tools with a bril2. Under (1) energy will be supplied under the rate schedule set
growth, faster
liant paint or red or yellow so
out
above,
except that the first 40 kilowatt hours used per month shah
feathering, earlier
they'll be easier to find when
maturity. Give
be billed at the rate of 71/2c per kwh.
you've wandered off a n d left
Ren 0 Sal from
them lying in the grass? You
the start(
won't have time for such Jobs
later.
By Cynthia Lowry
Gr owing plants from seed
sounds as easy as rolling off a log.
Actually, it's a tricky business requiring thought, careful planning
and attention. Frequently it's discouraging, too, and the results are
far from what the book indicates
it's going to be.
Ideally, seeds get their start in
a warm, but not too warm, and
moist spot and the more you can
make that apot act like a greenhouse, the easier it is going to be
to achieve healthy strong young
plants to set out when the ground
is warm and frost danger past.
It can be done in a sunny window—although sunny windows in
kitchens frequently aren't too
satisfactory because tiny amounts WILL APPEAL TO FREE HUSBAND: Mrs. Robert
A. Vogeler,
of gas are enough to kill sensi- whose American husband was sentenced to 15 years
in prison by a
tive growing things.
Hungarian people's court in Budapest, sits between her sons, Bobby
Good, fine garden topsoil is (left), 9, and Billy, 8, in Vienna where she announced she would
adequate for seed flats. It should appeal to the Huogarian government to free her husband "because
I love him, I need him and our children need him." Vogeler, 39,
an assistant vice-president of the International Telephone and Telegraph company, was found guilty of sabotaging and spying for
western powers. (AP Wirephoto via radio from Rome)
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ATLAS HEAVY-DUTY BATTER
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Beware Coughs

From Common Colds
That HANG ON

$189.95

CREOMULSION

Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS

B. N. LUSBY CO.

SCHEDULE A - FARM AND HOME SERVICE

I

I

SCHEDULE B - COMMERCIAL SMALL POWER
AND THREE PHASE SERVICE

It rides like costliest cars—yet Ford Is America's
lowest priced car with a 100 h.p. V-8 engine
. . . hundreds less in t rice than most "sixes."
Quality features galore make the '50 Ford the
one finercor in its field.

SEE. .. HEAR
and FEEL the difference
at your FORD DEALER'S

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfecied

RATE
First 40 kwh or less, minimum charge
Next 40 kwh hours
Next 60 kwh hours
Next 860 kwh hours
Next 2000 kwh hours
Over 3000 kwh hours

$3.00 per month
.05 per kwh
.03 per kwh
.021
/
2 per kwh
.02 per kwh
.011
/
2 per kwh

SCHEDULE LP - LARGE POWER SERVICE
Rates not charged

- conditions of service are subject
to
agreement between the applicant and the
cooperative.
Respectfully sumbitted,

Henderson-Union Rural Electric
Cooperative .Corporation

RANDOPhone
LPH2028MOTORS
TEST DRIVE A '50 FORD

Box 455
Henderson, Kentucky

IT WILL OPEN YOUR EYES!
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Ky. Farm News
lexander George
ton.'— The federal govcounting on its "me.3
electives" to put most
-refund racketeers out
• this year. The refund
works his g a inc this
of filing just one income
, on which a refund is
him, he files several
returns with the idea of
refund on each of them.
a "mechanical deterd sorting machine — in
1,ind revenue district
'. 3,378 cases of persons
than one rteurn. They
,11 of their exemptions
irn.
payer, who WEIS living
ia, had filed 28 rettirris,
with the leveland

tten' the duplicate reclaiming.
eehanical deieetAte is
called a collector. A
bl ings together cards
e same taxpayers' names
Bureau of Internal Revials point out that some
plicate filing of income
is the result of the
of honest taxpayers.

S JUST RAKED
R BUT I'VE GOT SO
P FROM DRINKIN'
ETON CREAMERY
HAT I FEEL LIKE
5

T ALLOVER A6AIN!

ltmi has been tlmt ease with
some wage carnets who worked
for more than one employer during the year and received more
than one tax-withholding receipt.
The bureau uses other machines
of the so-called "electric brain"
type to process returns. A machine
which processes the "Simplified
Tax Form 1040-A" automatically
comes up with the amount of the
refund or tax owed by the individual taxpayer. A machine also
does a checkup job on tax computations made by taxpayers on
Form 1040. Its operation is known
as "a 100 per cent mathematical
verification."
These machine checkups showed tax-computing errors on 6.9
per cent of the returns filed last
year in the Cleveland district and
on 10 per cent of the returns in
the Los Angeles district.
The average amount of the tax.
computingmistakes .was $51.52.
Most of the mistakes, incidentally, were in the taxpayers' favor,
although quite a few persons had
cheated themselves. Revenue, officials Say that about 11 per cent
— some. 2,200,000 persons — of
the taxpayers who use the simplified Form 1040-A make mistakes on their returns. Most of
the mistakes are in listing their
exemptions — their dependents,
or sometimes themselves.
A large number of taxpayers
also make mistakes in reporting
their income. Mostly they put in
too little income although some
have made the mistake of reporting their tax refunds as income,
The Amazon is the world's largest river in volume.

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Impleknokit Co.
Your
Headquarters
For

Ferguson Tractors
Hopkinsville Rd. Phone 3336
Princeton, Hy.
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he proposed

'You're Sure To Be The
Leading Lady"
in

a Youthmore Original
Coat or Suit

4)uirying In State
Second To Tobacco

Homemakers in Webster county wired 130 kerosene lamps for
electricity in one month.
Tobacco checks cleared through
the bank of Jackson, Breathitt
county, totalled around $360,000.
At least 25 electric sewing machines were bought by Montgomery county homemakers in January.
In Garrard county, 458 boys and
girls have enrolled in 12 organized 4-H clubs.
Three hundred and eighty-eight
women in Scott county are members of homemakers clubs.
More registered beef cattle
purchased and brought into Marshall county in the p a et two
months than in any previous year.
In an official rating of all Ayr
shire dairy herds in the United
States, the herd at Pine Mountain
Settlement School was placed in
oleo bant,o,- the upper 10 per cent.
EVERYBODY IN THE ACT:.
.1onny Hinki.ik Liii 1yt: lt 1U
Washington county homemakweight bout, Referee Tony Paglina got into the show with a "bicycling" act, after being tripped.
The action occurred during a regional Golden Gloves show last week in Huntington, W. Va. (AP ers made 178 pairkof leather and
fabric gloves in one month.
Wirephoto)
Farmers in Calloway county
have ordered 140;000 pine and
Eight 4-H Winners
locust seedlings for the control
In State Contest
of erosion.
Eight members of 4-H clubs in
The Davis Dairy of Hager Hill,
Kentucky were among 24 winKy., has installed a pasteurizing
ners of awards in an agriculture
More than 1,200 boys and girls
plant, making the second in Johnand home economics contest conin the Ottawa community of
son county.
ducted
Courier-Journal,
by
The
Rockeastle county have been in
In Franklin county, four portaThe Louisville Times and Radio
4-H clubs led by J. M. Wallace
ble electric sewing machines have
Miami, Fla. — If Oil Capitol Station WHAS.
in the past 30 years. He was giv- wins the Kentucky Derby the
been bought for the use of 4-H
Elsie Marie Isaacs of Clark club girls.
en recogkition for his volunteer sports writers will not want for
county
placed
first
in
4-H
honk
work with young people and his material. The Oklahoma Gusher
The Harlan Lions Club is again
community at the Farm and is a grey turned black, has a mis- economics and Tony Cocanougher loaning to 12 4-H club members
Home Convention banquet at spelled name, forms a one-horse of Garrard county first in agri- 100 baby chicks and 100 pounds
culture.
Lexington.
of feed, the cost to be returned
stable and eats, of all things,
Pearl Hill of Whitley county upon the sale of the chickens.
though Mr. Wallace points boiled dandelion greens.
was second; Jane Alexander, Bath
with pride to the trebled corn
The unusual diet helped the
/
2 tons an colt named for the city of Tulsa county, this.ad Barbara Goryields, the hay crop of 11
acre, tobacco increase from 500 to finish 1949 with four straight bandt, Old m county, fourth, in
4-H home 'economics.
to 1,850 pounds and to Ottawa's
ns, three of them in major
In 4-H agriculture, John Par ,
two of the county's four milk stake races, explains Trainer
Jr., Madison county, was s
d;
routes, it is of the "crop of club Harry Trotsek.
Jimmy Wallace, C,alciwelreeunty,
members" that he is most proud.
"I decided to try boiled dan- third, and William Stutzenberger,
'In so far as I know, none that
delion greens last summer after Jefferson county, fourth.
has passed through my 4-H club
Oil Capitol went off his feed and
has been indicted for a crime,
began to lose weight," says Trot- HOT BALL GAME
but all are good influential citisek. "He began to pick up immedGeelong, Australia--(IP)—When
zens," he saia. "Many of them are
iately, and has been going good struck on the leg by a pitched
4-H club leaders in this and othever since."
ball during a weekend match,
er counties and'states."
Oil Capitol also has a sweet 'Robert Bate hopped around the
Convinced in 1919 of the value
of the service rendered farmers tooth. He is partial to sugared wicket, dropped his bat, threw
away his gloves, and quickly
by the College of Agriculutre and doughnuts.
After the son of Mahmoud, a turned out one of his- pockets.
Home Economics, University of
The ball had truck a box of
Kentucky, Mr. Wallace since has grey sire, was selected as the best
served as local 4-H club leader, 2-year-old colt, the boys who matches in his pocket and set
chairman of the community Agri- write racing began digging. They them afire
cultural Board of Directors and learned that his name should have
member of the County 4-H Coun- been spelled Oil Capital and that
cil and County Agricultural Ex- The Jockey Club registration
tension Committee. He has serv- clerks made the error. Also, on
ed also on other farm boards, and the books he is registered grey
on committees for the betterment but he actually is black in color
Red Clover - - - Ladino Clover - - - Fescue
of roads, schools and churches. , with only a few grey hairs on
Mr. Wallace is proud of having his legs.
Orchard Grass - - - Ky. Blue Grass - - - Red Top
He is the only horse owned by
had a part in obtaining the improved three-room school build- Tom Gray, Tulsa automobile
White Dutch Clover - - - Timothy - - - Alfalfa
ing with electric lights and well dealer. Gray thought of buying
a horse two summers ago and
equipped playground.
Lespedeza - - - Rye Grass.
Carrying out on his farm of phoned his friend Trotsek in De150 acres the principles of im- troit. They met a few days later
Seed Inoculation - - - Seed Sowers
proved soils and crops Which -he.---kt Lexington, Ky., at the yearling
encouraged among his 4-Wers, he sales, and got the colt for $15,000.
brought a wasteland farm to one The investment has been returnArmour's and Cumberland Fertilizer
of high fertility. The entire farm ed many times over, as Oil Capiwas fenced, 134 acres treated tol won $10,000 as a juvenile.
with lime and 100 acres with Recently, Gray turned down a
phosphate, the house enlarged $40,000 offer for the colt.
The horse is being pointed for
and several farm buildings built.
This farm was sold in 1946 be- the $50,000 Flamingo on March 3
cause of its inconvenient location. at Hialeah. His main rival probComplete Plant Food In Both
Mr. Wallace then bought a 70- ably will be Calumet Farm's
acre farm with modern home and Theory, who is being counted on
5-10-5 and 4-12-8
good buildings on a hard surfac- to give Trainer Ben Jones his
ed road, close to school a n d sixth Derby winner.
Jones, incidentally, points out
church. His crop yields were
corn, 60 to 75 bushels an acre; fitlat Oil Capitol "is the only one
tobacco, 2,000 pounds, and hay, thai has iroved - be can go the
11
/
2 tons. He has six cows on the Derby distance of a mile and a
quarter." The reference is the
cow-and-calf plan.
longest big race for juveniles, the
'Magna Carta was signed in Pimlico Futurity, which Oil Capitol won by six 'lengths last fall.
1215.

Leader Stresses
4-H Club Values

Radar is a contraction of this
term, "radio detecting and ranging", which also describes its
purpose in locating unseen objects at a distance.

Dairying provides about a fifth
f the farm income in Kentucky
and ranks second only to tobacco,
aocording to a new circular called
'Feeding Dairy Cows," published
by the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky.
The number of dairy cows in
Kentucky could profitably be in-

aka in the production of peature
and hay, it is stated. Dr. D. M.
Seath, head of the college's dairy
section, is the author of the circular.
The publication deals with everything about feeding, which Is
the most important part of dairying. Copies may be had at county
agent offices or by writing to the
college at Lexington.

MOVIE HOURS ARE HAPPY HOURS!

TODAY
an
r-41 FRIDAY

!angle Challenge!

Sweet Tooth Horse
Now Training For
Kentucky Derby

LEX BARKER • BRENDA JOYCE
Albert DEKKER • Evel n ANKERS

- - Lois Hall
James Cardwell
LEZ;i7L'im
WRIGHT

EXTRA! EXTRA!

NEW SERIAL!

"TEX GRANGER"
MIDNIGHT RIDER OF THE PLAINS

A new type of radiation detector, used by scientists to warn or
the presence of dangerous rays,
is shaped like a long-barreled
pistol.

Farley GranIer • Charles Bickford • Raymond Massey
&hard Basehart • Gib Perreau • al WWI* jun Evans
Added Enjoyment!

"Fishing For Fun"
"Paying The Piper"
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

The Retail Merchants Association
Cordially Invites You To
r month
er kwh
er kwh
er kwh
er kwh
er kwh

MADISONVILLE
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
March 9th, 10th and 11th
For Red Heart Anniversary Days

"Best Values In Madisonville"

TUESDAY 81 WEDNESDAY, MAR. 7-8
Your favorite lovelies.
• New, smarter-than•eyer detailing!
• Quality fabrics — exclusive
new potternst
Lovely light-to-don
shades, and whitel
• Ship 'n Shore stand-bys —
convertible collars, action-backs,
long tails'
Sanforized—colorfast...
launder-lovingt
• Sizes 30 to 40.
Famous SHIP 'n SHORE quality as advertised
in leading fashion magazines and LIFO.

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
Hopkinsville

RICHARD WIDMARK • Linda DARNELL • Veronica ins

116•4•••••

..•••

• Plus These Added Treats!
"LAMBERTVILLE STORY"
"FLUNG BY A/FLING"
Rib-Tickling Comedy
A reaturette

THURSDAY 8t FRIDAY MAR.8-10
AI1I

II

Arlen* DAHL
Tea DRAKE•Gltria De RAVIN

Plus! Color Comic - Novelty - Newsreel

r.
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Deaths & Funerals

College Girl's
Soap Opera Gets
Snooper Rating

Mrs. T. 0. Jones

2

Cincinnati Reds Make
Best Deal Of Winter

Mrs. T. 0. Jones, 79, died at her
home Sunday, Feb. 19, at 5 p. rn.
of a heart attack, Although she
By'Frank Eck
last season but
had been in ill health for many
ui
losi
New York - The Cincinnati were shutouts. He
years. she had prepared dinner
was
Penn Yan, N. Y. -- The tears
and was feeling as well as usual
Reds made the best deal of the pitcher to blank
Ileakly.
drip! Sobbing, brave Georgia
until she was stricken only an
winter. Authority for that state- His season
record, liewa
WIPININ°"W
hour before death. Before her
Sinith decides once more that
yon vice
ment is Frankle Filch, former a mediocre 7 wins
marriage to T. 0. Jones in Ocails
she must put an end to Walter
membe
'I
know
of
the
r
House
Gas
gang
all
tober, 1895, she was Sarah Allen
Banning's mad love for her about Vole 't
Vinson, daughter of the late Nan' Walter, who is married to her
now managing the Chicago Cubs. ?rich. "I remerrrr ma"
Polo Grounds. I
cy Emeline and George Washingsister Imogene. Or must
he?
The Reds got two good ballthink
how to handle him." I
ton Vinson
Imogene has just taken poisonplayers for one," said Frich just
Frich
was
a
there
that
is
myster
ious letter
Mrs. Jones is survived by her
play-byaas)
before he quit his quiet
-Bee4
"0
i 111t son life in suburban NewoffRoch- announcer here
Imogene found, and-.
husband, a daughter, Mrs. Myrtle
pitched
for
45411111
the Giants is
Boone, and a son, F. E. Jones,
But if you could tune in at
elle for the Cubs' preliminary
Jimmy Gallagh er, c
both of near Fredonia. Three
7:15 any Wednesday night ,qtrer
training base at Cetalirus Island.
children preceded her in death.
WKCS, the Keuka College radio
"They got Ron Northey and Lou general manager, w;13
Nine grandchildren and 10 great
station, you'd hear "Georgia
Klein for Harry Walker. They got the Voiselle for Mauch
made. Was it a straight
grandchilren also surariCe.
Faces Strife", a 15 minute satirtwo regulars for one."
"It never is a stele*
ical soap opera presented by the
Funeral services were conductOf course, the Cubs didn't do
Keuda students of the college raed at Walnut Grove Baptist
too badly in the winter market, deal when the Cubs are
Listed
dio workshop.
church, of which she was a memRon
either, Frich was reminded. They ed," replied Gallagher
f0
A
er
teams
WKCS is a wired radio facility,
always
.ber, Tuesday at 2 p. m., by the
picked up a grumbling Bill Volwant ete
covering only the college buildRev. Rodolph Lane and the Rev.
sells' from the Boston Braves for
with 130 Ma
ings, hence the public has no opLeon Oliver. Interment was in
•
Gene Mauch, at best a reserve BASHFUL ROBBER
Regular List
Chicago -the Fredonia cemetery. Pallbear- FALSIES: Stretch was the word as Dr. David B Law slipped a portunity to thrill to Georgia's
infielder, and they bought JohnA
walked
ers were grandsons: Malcolm set of uppers into the mouth of Mike Eoff, 3, at Seattle. Dr. Law, trials and tribulations. But most ATTLEE WILL CARRY
into
the
ny
Vander
Midwest
Meer from the Reds.
ON: British Prime Minister Clement
Boone, J. E. Boone, Thomas Jones, professor in the University of Washington Dental School, said radios in the college buildings are Attlee (center) is surrou
Voiselle may not be one of the and Lean Association,
nded by newsmen and spectators outside
a
Bertram Jones, Jimmy Jones and Mike ruined his teeth by eating too much sweet stuff. With his sure to ignore the four major No. 10 Downing street,
pistol
to
keep
the 12
term total 1
London, as he declared that his labor gov- ten best pitchers in the National
P a u 1,- Phelps. Granddaughters new choppers Mike can satisfy his sweet tooth even if it isn't his networks and be tuned in on ernment would carry
figures released
on. He made the brief statement as he League but when he's right he Is the place at bay, picked up
were flowed-girls.
own. (AP Wirephoto)
"Georgia Faces Strife" each Wed- emerged from an emerge
and left.
for
ncy 75-minute cabinet session, where it almost unbeatable. Voiselle fin• ripal C. A.
_
nesdey ,evening. It is the most was decided to continue in
While
Two. brothets, Tialniny and
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:
:fi
°7
ished
l
e
Irhs rie
only five of his 22 starts
office despite the scant and shaky par1°
:
work, a
up
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1,65Cli
popular program ever to origin- liamentary majority won
repeating: "Don't leek
Charles Vinson, and three sisters,
by the Labox party in Thursday's electat
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ate over the college Station.
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